What is CITRUS?

Citrus is a Binance Smart Chain token that aims to "accelerate the transformation of gaming and provide solutions to the blockchain world by introducing next-gen DeFi ecosystem, valuable NFTs, user-friendly DApps and beyond."

With the emergence of tokens such as Citrus, it is now possible to utilize digital currencies to buy everything from groceries to real estate and more.

Exchanges will take place at a low cost and at high speed across the globe with Citrus tokens. It can also deal with soaring inflation, giving investors and holders a sense of growth and stability.

CTS tokens (Citrus tokens) are a type of cryptocurrency that represents an asset or specific use and resides in the Citrus wallet.

CTS Token is a cryptocurrency, which has virtual tokens or coins. Those can be used to trade or make purchases using Citrus wallet.

CTS token holders can use them to make purchases or they can trade tokens just like other securities to make a profit.
Vision

Making our Money work for us!

Money is the by-product of the value we instill in someone’s life. We firmly stand to bestow optimum value and impeccable solutions to bring growth and comfort to fellow human’s lives.

“People don’t buy what you do, they buy why you do it.”

This is why we believe in investing in blockchain-based businesses that are small; or exist only as an initiative but have tremendous potential to thrive.

Team

From tech geeks, finance veterans, driven managers to master marketers, every individual working in the proximity of Citrus' vision.

We're a fully distributed team spread across continents unified by a mission to create a gaming token and provide blockchain solutions to the world.
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Why Citrus?

1. Mission

Our mission is to create a marketplace with a global reach to provide the most secure and trusted platform.

Although there are over two billion gamers worldwide, only a mere handful make money through gaming. Citrus seeks to tackle this problem by rewarding every gamer who plays blockchain games while also developing utility apps, investing in futuristic projects, building an advanced ecosystem, and transforming the blockchain sphere. Citrus games will provide financial benefits to participants, as each game will have its own algorithm for distributing awards and bonuses.

2. Future

Citrus is a gaming token mined to fund blockchain gaming and introduce high-tech multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA) games.

The majority of the games will be AI (Artificial Intelligence), VR (Virtual Reality) & AR (Augmented Reality) technology-enabled, revamping the entire gaming galaxy.

Through Citrus games, players will get lucrative benefits, as each game will have an algorithm for sharing rewards and bonuses.
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By generating an immutable record that prevents fraud, protects privacy, and anonymized data Citrus’s Exchange ecosystem improves security.

It also enables increased openness by disseminating the same information across the network and chronicling an asset's journey.

While Citrus’s Exchange ecosystem has been most well-known for the cryptocurrency revolution, one can seamlessly buy and sell all major cryptocurrencies, major bundle coins, ETFs in all major volumes.
One can also operate internal and external transactions through the ecosystem, monitor the performances of the indices, and take necessary actions.

Citrus's Exchange enables the users to convert fiat currency to sell cryptocurrency, bundle coins, ETFs, and vice versa as per one's desire. Citrus's Exchange enables the user to store the currencies as per their requirements through Citrus wallet.

The worldwide Citrus's Exchange ecosystem is separated into two categories: blockchain platforms and Blockchain-as-a-Service (Baas). The implementation of blockchain in the financial, retail, and ICT (Information and Communications Technology) sectors is projected to accelerate its expansion.

With the market's expansion, venture capitalists are increasingly investing in blockchain.
Tokenomics

With millions of tokens under our hands, Citrus Tech has allocated and divided the tokens in a way that seems beneficial for every department. The gist of token division in the form of pie is. Available Token Supply: 380 million
The massive amount of tokens in the demand-supply chain are distributed to benefit every department, including the customers.

The token distribution in numerical values is highlighted in detail underneath.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCRIPTION</th>
<th>Tokens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Locked token for 5 years</td>
<td>163,400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bounty &amp; Airdrop</td>
<td>17,100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advance eco system</td>
<td>19,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokens for Burning</td>
<td>70,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokens sold in private sale</td>
<td>36,400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>11,400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative projects</td>
<td>43,700,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team development</td>
<td>19,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Artificial intelligence (AI), Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR), and Haptic technology have transcended the gaming sphere to an entirely surreal sci-fi galaxy.

These technologies fused with blockchain will create an unparalleled array of games. Revenue from the downloads of these games will be further invested to strengthen and advance the gaming community.
2. Utility Apps

The demand for gaming, utility, productivity and communication apps is perpetual. Citrus, the tech promoter, specialized gaming and app developer, aims to build businesses and personal assistant apps like Findersnap. This app will solve the raging issue of cellphone theft. It is formulated to capture the necessary information of the device and send it to the cloud server every time a third-party intervention occurs. The cloud storage will safeguard the data no matter the times the thief reset a cell phone.

3. Crypto Exchange and Wallet

Daily millions of trade transactions occur on crypto exchanges worth billions of dollars, and the volume of trading is proliferating daily. With a more advanced exchange and wallet platform, traders and investors will benefit. With every trade, nominal fees will be charged to the traders, and with this influential audience, CitrusEX and Citrus Wallet can book substantial profit. Citrus' holistic approach proposes to provide 360° support to blockchain and crypto consumers.
4. Decentralized Apps

Dapps (Decentralized Apps) are a growing movement of applications that are developed to bring positive reinforcement to blockchain based business models or invent new startups. Citrus dapps are projected to run on Citrus Blockchain, empowering our mega projects such as the juice, one of its kind decentralized social media networks.

5. Token Development

The Asteroid will be an innovative token for investors to invest in global real estate to earn profits. When the economy is proliferating, and governments lay more significant incentives on developing real estate and infrastructure, the Asteroid token will reap profits to holders and investors.

This is not the end. We'll distribute 5% of the liquidity acquired at the dusk of Private Sale to Covid relief programs and NGOs, ensuring our contribution to a greater good.
ROADMAP

Research & Development

Private Sale for Citrus Community

Listed on Hotbit.io

Clash Crush Block (1st ever Citrus game)

Messaging Application

Launch of Citrus NFT MarketPlace

Citrus Token Crosses $2 mark

Citrus Blockchain

Global Exchange Listing

Citrus Cross Swap Wallet

Citrus Exchange
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The Citrus Token will be the new face of the Crypto industry, and it will revolutionize the gaming industry by introducing the most advanced AR, VR, and AI games. Citrus will soon also launch its Exchange, Decentralized Games, Social Media app, an NFT marketplace and the big reveal its very own 'Blockchain Technology' with infinite possibilities.

Citrus Token will be known as one of the best DeFi crypto tokens, and it will reach out to crypto investors and gamers worldwide. It aims to lead the gaming industry in the coming days by making some promising changes in the gaming and crypto world.

The NFT marketplace on the other hand will bridge the gap between underrated artists and the digital market. This will help the artist reach a broader mass and would propel their journey to success.

Moreover, we are working on a messaging application that would help the users by solving privacy issues with the help of Blockchain Technology. As mentioned earlier, we are also working on our very own blockchain technology that will revolutionize the entire gaming industry and propel the Citrus token to the moon.

ALL THE UPDATES WILL BE OUT SOONER THAN EXPECTED.
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NFT Market Place
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MESSAGING APP
COMING SOON
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CITRUSCHAIN
TAKEOFF SOON
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